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Qualified human resource selection is one of the organizational key success factors. Since choosing the best candidate to fill the
defined vacancy in a company is a complex task, intelligence analytical methods would be required to deal with this important issue.
Regarding the vagueness and uncertainty of human resource selection process, it requires the linguistic extension of multicriteria
decision making (MCDM) models for robust recruitment. This research is aimed to develop a fuzzy MCDM model for linguistic
reasoning under new fuzzy group decision making. The new linguistic reasoning for group decision making is able to aggregate
subjective evaluation of the decision makers and hence create an opportunity to perform more robust human resource selection
procedures. A numerical example demonstrates possibilities for the improvement of human resource management and any other
business decision areas through applying the proposed model.

1. Introduction

Traditional human resource selection method uses experi-
mental and statistical techniques approach. After using the
experimental approach, decision makers, with the help of
their experiences and understanding of the job specifications,
select the human resource. In the statistical techniques
approach decision makers get decision through the arrange-
ment of test scores and the measurement of candidates’
accomplishment. Interviewing related candidates is one of the
techniques concerning human resource selection. Robertson
and Smith [1] present notable ability and availability of
interviews to predict the performance of the human resource
in the job. A number of studies deal with making better
human resource selection decisions in organizations. These
studies are based on interviews, work sample tests, assess-
ment centers, resumes, job knowledge tests, and personality
tests in human resource management [2], while multicriteria
decision making (MCDM) techniques were used by only a
few of them [3].

Searching for MCDM, fuzzy logic, and human resource
selection separately has a few results in research databases.

But searching for the keywords together results in few
researches. Authors could not find any article from our
research database search for the three keywords of MCDM,
fuzzy logic, and project manager selection! Lack of research
in this field guides authors to contribute to the knowledge of
human resource selection, with current developed linguistic
extension of MCDM for group project manager selection
problem. The usage of fuzzy linguistic variables to conduct
evaluation will enhance the efficiency of decision making by
reducing error in utility values in human resource selection.
The main objective of this research is to develop a fuzzy
MCDM model for linguistic reasoning under new fuzzy
group decision making for candidate evaluation in project
manager selection process. Since the modeling of fuzzy
linguistic extension of MCDM for group project manager
selection problem is in essence non-existent, this study has
aimed to fulfill several particular contributions comprising

(i) determining the explicit criteria and subcriteria
regarding the project manager selection problem;

(ii) employing fuzzy linguistic extension of group
MCDM for project manager selection problem
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under uncertainty. The new linguistic reasoning for
group decision making is able to aggregate subjective
evaluation of the decisionmakers and hence create an
opportunity to performmore robust human resource
selection procedures.

In Section 2, the literature of human resource selection and
MCDM is reviewed. The proposed model and a real case
study are discussed in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Finally,
Section 5 provides concluding remarks.

2. Literature Review

MCDM deals with decision problems with a number of
decision criteria and it is a branch of operations research
models, which is divided into multiattribute decisionmaking
(MADM) and multiobjective decision making (MODM).
Each of the above categories consists of severalmethods. Each
method can also be classified as deterministic, stochastic,
and fuzzy methods with its own characteristics. Sometimes
researchers may use a combination of the methods. The
methods can be classified as a single or group decision
making methods based on the number of decision makers
[4]. Some of the contributors appliedAHP [5–8], ANP [9, 10],
DEMATEL [11], TOPSIS [12], and Expert Systems [2, 13–18]
in human resource selection.

The decision makers have difficulties in assigning crisp
values as scorings to the criteria, because human resource
selection is a human problem in resource management. The
main characteristic of human resource selection problem
is the fuzziness. Compared with regular crisp set method,
the fuzzy linguistic approach represents qualitative aspects
as linguistic values by means of linguistic variables [19, 20].
Linguistic reasoning requires fewer assessments information;
it requires very few assumptions to be satisfied; furthermore,
by including the degree of importance for decision makers,
these tools are very realistic [21].Thus, in stage two, linguistic
MCDM is employed.

Some of the researchers extend the typical MCDMmeth-
ods to the fuzzy environment in human resource selection.
In order to represent the scorings of the alternatives or the
importance of criteria in fuzzy sentence, there is a significant
volume of studies that extended fuzzy AHP [22, 23], fuzzy
ANP [24], and fuzzy TOPSIS [3, 25–30] to human resource
selection.

When decision makers do not want to or are not able
to represent their preferences in form of quantitative eval-
uations, fuzzy linguistic modeling can be used for qual-
itative evaluations. In fuzzy linguistic modeling, we use
linguistic variables [31] whose values are words or sentences
(not numbers). For example, in human resource selection,
communication skill is a criterion that can be considered
as a linguistic variable. Its linguistic values are poor, fair,
and good. By a fuzzy triangular number, each linguistic
value can be represented. Some authors [32–36] have used
fuzzy linguistic variables or fuzzy linguistic rules for human
resource selection.

TheMCDM has been used in selecting project managers.
For example, Chen andCheng [37] developed a fuzzyMCDM

method for information system project manager selection.
Bi and Zhang [38] analyzed the significance of choosing
an eligible project manager in their study. They tried to
quantitatively assess the ability and quality of a project
manager by implementing fuzzy analytical hierarchy process
which was based on triangular fuzzy numbers. Whatever
they did is considered as a reliable and scientific method
in terms of selecting the right person for project manager.
Hui et al. [39] tried to demonstrate a suitable competency-
based framework. The rationality of this paper is examined
in the methodology section which was constructed by prin-
ciple component analysis. All these efforts make this study
prominently valuable and referential in project manager
selection. By implementing principles of fuzzy mathematics,
an extensive assessmentmodel of projectmanager candidates
has been established by Zhao et al. [40]. Zavadskas et al. [41]
developed multicriteria methodology for project manager
selection based on grey criteria. Zhao et al. [42] adopted
fuzzy comprehensive evaluationmethods in the selection of a
project manager. Rashidi et al. [43] combined fuzzy systems,
ANNs, and genetic algorithm for choosing a qualified project
manager.

From the decision science point of view, many scholars
have dealt with the project manager selection problem.
To handle this decision making problem, they combined
techniques from operational research with artificial intelli-
gence fields. Expert systems, fuzzy linguistic variables, neural
networks, andMCDMtechniques have been used asmethod-
ology. The investigation of applying various methods for
project manager selection problem indicates that most of the
methods have ignored the efficient evaluation step.Therefore,
developing a fuzzy linguistic extension of group MCDM
for project manager selection problem under uncertainty
is required for performing more robust human resource
selection procedures.

3. Proposed Model

3.1. Fuzzy Multicriteria Decision Making (FMCDM). Deci-
sion making is the most important scientific, social, and eco-
nomic endeavor, for making consistent and correct choices.
In fact, it is the essence of any decision process that imbue
with uncertainty [44]. MCDM is one of the well-known
topics of decision making. Fuzzy logic provides a useful
way to approach an MCDM problem. Very often in MCDM
problems, data are imprecise and fuzzy. In a real-world deci-
sion making situation, the application of the classic MCDM
methodmay face serious practical constraints, because of the
criteria containing imprecision or vagueness inherent in the
information. For these cases, the FMCDM method has been
developed [45]. Applications of fuzzy MCDM are used in
engineering and management in several studies [44–52]. In
general, fuzzy MCDMmatrix can be illustrated in Table 1.

3.2. Experts Group and Criteria Weights. The MCDM prob-
lem has some objectives that should be recognized by deci-
sion makers. All MCDM methods require information that
should be gained based on relative importance of the criteria.
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Table 1: Fuzzy MCDMmatrix.

Alternatives Criteria
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Figure 1: Hierarchical criteria.

Objective weights can be allocated directly to objectives by a
decisionmaker group or by scientificmethods.These weights
specify relative importance of every criterion.

Usually groups are classified based on their different levels
in social status, knowledge, and work experience. So, every
factor in special subject that causes increase or decrease of an
idea’s weight should be considered. In this regard, allocating
different weights to opinions regarding their knowledge and
experience in relation to that subject seems necessary. Our
study uses hierarchical objectives for identifying criteria
weights as can be seen in Figure 1.

For this process, the study has to determine the weights
of criteria and subcriteria using expert opinions. The final
weights of criteria are determined by implementing the
geometric average method. The method for calculation is
shown as follows:

𝑇𝑊
𝐶𝑖𝑗
= √𝑊𝐶𝑖 ⋅ 𝑊𝐶𝑖𝑗, (1)

where 𝑇𝑊
𝐶𝑖𝑗

is final weight of each criterion,𝑊
𝐶𝑖
is weight of

criterion, and𝑊
𝐶𝑖𝑗

is weights of subcriterion [53].

3.3. Algorithm of Human Resource Selection. In this section,
model inputs, processes, and output (selection of human
resource) are systematically outlined. In the subsequent
flowchart (Figure 2), the components of accomplished algo-
rithm have been depicted. On the basis of algorithm of
modelling process for selecting human resource, different
phases are explained as follows.

Phase 1 (selecting relevant criteria and subcriteria). Based
on expert panel opinions and data and information gained
from a company, the criteria and subcriteria are formed for
human resource selection. Members of the experts’ panel
who have significant information about personnel and the
strategic direction of a company are chosen.There are several
methods such asDelphi orNominalGroupTechnique (NGT)
which can be used to identify the human resource based on
experts opinions.

Calculating the importance
weight of  each criterion by

experts based on (1)

Selecting a relevant criteria and
subcriteria by expert panel

Start

DM2DM1

Modeling of  fuzzy multicriteria
 decision making

Calculating the importance
weight of  criteria by experts

Forming fuzzy multicriteria
decision making matrix

Finish

Defuzzifying personnel
evaluation and selecting

a personnel

DMn

Figure 2: Modelling flowchart.

Phase 2 (calculating the importance weight of criteria).
In terms of experts’ opinions, the importance weights of
subcriteria are calculated. Then, the importance weights of
criteria are computed based on (1).
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Figure 3: The hierarchical structure for project manager selection.

Phase 3 (establishing criteria and forming decision making
matrix). Expert panel by NGT method determined the cri-
teria and subcriteria for human resource selection. They had
consensus over establishing criteria and forming the decision
making matrix with regards to Table 1. The four criteria were
defined by the expert panel and also based on their knowledge
and experiences. A group of experts was chosen to form an
expert panel. Then, these experts were asked to specify the
project manager selection criteria. The respondents were all
among the company managers with relevant knowledge and
more than five years of experience in project administration.
Management had selected a panel consisting of procurement
deputy, engineering deputy, executive deputy, administrative
and financial deputy, planning deputy, quality and systems
deputy, and inspection manager, safety manager, contracts
manager, and the human resource department. A hierarchy
is constructed in accordance with the criteria and factors as it
is shown in Figure 3.

Phase 4 (modelling of FMCDM). Modelling procedures of
FMCDM are described as follows.

(4.1) The first step to construct a FMCDM is to define
universe set that is the element of universe =
{1 2 3 4 5 6 7}.

(4.2) Then a membership function for each criteria and
alternatives is selected (Table 1). A “membership
function” is a curve that defines how the value of
fuzzy variable is mapped to a degree of membership
between 0 and 1. Membership functions are used to
calculate the degree of FMCDM in different values
expressed by linguistic term. The verbal values are
defined with regards to Table 2.

(4.3) Considering bell shape membership function, the
decisionmatrix (fuzzy sets of criteria and alternatives)

Table 2: Linguistic definition of verbal values.

Verbal values Definition Degree
EL Extremely low 1
VL Very low 2
L Low 3
M Medium 4
H High 5
VH Very high 6
EH Extremely high 7

is formed regarding Table 1 (fuzzy MCDM matrix)
and (2). Consider

𝜇
𝐴
(𝑥) =

1

1 + 𝑑(𝑥 − 𝑐)
2
, (2)

where 𝑋L [0, 1] is the element of universe 𝑈 = {1 2 3 4
5 6 7}, 𝑐 indicates the standard score for determining verbal
(linguistic) value of the criteria and human resource, and 𝑑
determines the shape of the membership function (here 𝑑 =
0.2).

(4.4) Applying subsequent formula, the utility of decisions
(human resource) is calculated using the following
equation:

𝐴
𝑖
= {(𝐶

1
∪ 𝑎
𝑖1
)⋂(𝐶

2
∪ 𝑎
𝑖2
)⋂ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ (𝐶

𝑚
∪ 𝑎
𝑖𝑚
)} ,

𝐴
𝑖
=

𝑛

⋂

𝑖=1

(𝐶
𝑗
∪ 𝑎
𝑖𝑚
) .

(3)

Phase 5 (selecting best human resource). By employing
centre of gravity method, fuzzy outputs of human resource
transform to crisp utility with regards to the following
equation [54–57]:

𝑍
∗
=

∑
𝑛

𝑗=1
𝜇
𝐴
(𝑥
𝑗
) ⋅ 𝑥
𝑗

∑
𝑛

𝑗=1
𝜇
𝐴
(𝑥
𝑗
)

. (4)

Ultimately, with regards to last step which determined crisp
utility of human resource subsequently, the human resources
are ranked.

4. Numerical Example

To validate the proposed model, a case study was conducted
in a company. MAPNA is a project based organization
that is engaged in development and implementation of
power, oil and gas, railway transportation, and some other
industrial projects. It has 371 employees and is located in
Tehran. Fourteen individuals in this company have been
able to obtain international certificate in professional project
management (PMP). Since 1992, MAPNA has been involved
inmore than 85 projects valuing over 17 billion euro. Selecting
project manager is a critical task for this company. Usually,
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Figure 4: Membership function for the weighting of criteria 𝐶
1
–𝐶
4
.

this selection is not done by a single person; however,
a group of persons participate in the process. Also, the
group of decision makers (expert panel) consists of decision
makers from different organizational departments and high
level managers. In order to determine which applicant is
best for the job position from candidates, decision makers
were invited. The committee was formed for evaluation of
candidates and consists of procurement deputy, engineering
deputy, executive deputy, administrative andfinancial deputy,
planning deputy, quality and systems deputy, inspection
manager, HSE manager, contracts manager, and the HR
department.

Based on Phase 3, experts have consensus over establish-
ing criteria and forming decisionmakingmatrix with regards
to Table 1 through (1) and NGT method. The FMCDM is
illustrated in Table 3.

Considering consensus of expert panels and taking
Figure 3 into consideration, Phase 3 fuzzy weighting of
criteria has been illustrated in Table 4.

The membership function of criteria weighting under
fuzzy space is depicted in Figure 4.

The fuzzy utility of each human resource is calculated by
steps (4.3) and (4.4) and (2), (3), and (4) Then, by employing
center of gravity method, fuzzy outputs of human resource
are converted to crisp utility with regards to (4) as it is
exhibited in Table 5.

Ultimately, with regards to the previous step that deter-
mined crisp utility of human resource subsequently, the
human resources are ranked as illustrated in Table 6.

5. Concluding Remarks

The focus of this research was to contribute the concept of
human resource selection by developing a decision making
methodology that integrates group decision making and
fuzzy linguistic evaluation. This study has clearly demon-
strated that human resource selection can be improved in
several ways by implementinga newfuzzy MCDM model.
Firstly, decision makers can evaluate candidates based on
their own verbal terms. Using linguistic variables in fuzzy
environment is often comfortable for decisionmakers during
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Table 3: Fuzzy multicriteria decision matrix.

Human resource Criteria
𝐶
1

𝐶
2

𝐶
3

𝐶
4

𝑃
1

VH H L EL
𝑃
2

EH M VH H
𝑃
3

EL L H M
𝑃
4

H M L EL
𝑃
5

M EH EL L
𝑃
6

M M H EH
𝑃
7

L EL H L
𝑃
8

VL M L H

Table 4: Fuzzy weighting of criteria 𝐶
1
–𝐶
4
.

Criteria 𝐶
1

𝐶
2

𝐶
3

𝐶
4

Fuzzy weighting Very high Medium Extremely high High

Table 5: Utility of strategic plans.

𝑃
1

𝑃
2
𝑃
3
𝑃
4
𝑃
5
𝑃
6
𝑃
7
𝑃
8

0.4005 0.4607 0.3910 0.4563 0.3868 0.4567 0.3880 0.4562

Table 6: Human resource ranking result.

Number of human resources Utility Rank
𝑃
1

0.4005 5
𝑃
2

0.4607 1
𝑃
3

0.3910 6
𝑃
4

0.4563 3
𝑃
5

0.3868 8
𝑃
6

0.4567 2
𝑃
7

0.3880 7
𝑃
8

0.4562 4

the evaluation stage. Secondly, by applying linguistic vari-
ables, less emphasis is placed on detailed data collection. In
this methodology, the new linguistic reasoning for group
decision making under uncertainty has been employed for
evaluating human resource. The proposed model is able
to aggregate subjective evaluation of the decision makers
and offer an opportunity to perform more robust human
resource selection procedures. For future research, it would
be suggested to provide another effective mechanism in
modeling the decision makers’ preferences and to handle the
imprecision of the human decisionmaking process effectively
in human resource selection problem.
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